Compatible analytical, numerical and laboratory investigations of flows was performed basing on the fundamental set, including equations of state, transport of mass, momentum, energy and concentrations of constituents. Difference of a "solid body motion" and "fluid flow" concepts is discussed taking into account unobservability of a "fluid particle". The set was analysed taking into account the condition of compatibility prescribing the rank of fundamental equations set and the order of its linearized version defining the (minimal) number of independent function in the complete solutions. Theory of singular perturbation used to construct the hierarchy of models of infinitesimal periodic flows. Regular part of solutions describe waves, supplementing families of singular perturbed solutions describe the flow structures. Calculations of periodic internal wave beams generation by oscillating sources and propagation in a fluid with an arbitrary profile of buoyancy compared with images of schlieren visualization.
Introduction
Studies on fluid or gas flows have existed at all the stages of development of the "civilized" humankind as an instrument for affecting the environment (irrigation) and technologies (construction of mills and rafts). After a long period, the empirical study was re-transformed in XVIII century, when the developed mathematics allowed conducting calculations on hydrostatics and flow dynamics. Mathematical models determined physical quantities of fluids and their flows (density, pressure, velocity, kinetic and potential energy), classification of flow forms (jet, wakes, waves, vortices) and types (potential or vortex, laminar or turbulent).
Euler derived equations of fluids motion basing on the hypothesis of a "liquid particle solidification" in the class of real continuous functions [1] . However, until a recent time, internal consistency of the Euler's definition with concept of observability of physical parameters was not analyzed. The observability of some quantities such as density and pressure is evident. However, the "observability of a fluid velocity" needs in a more careful discussion.
Continuously changing of a "deformable particle" form and inability to identify its physical boundaries makes it impossible to fixate an "object of study". With decrease of scales the effects of atomic-molecular interactions become more apparent, which are manifested in the Brownian motion and mass exchange between the "particle" and the environment.
Introduction of a marker changes the properties of the fluid in an uncontrollable way. Markers individually interact with a carrying stream. While a solid marker is transported and twisted around its own axis, a soluble patch is split into fibers [2] . A set of markers placed in wavy [3] or vortex flows [4] forms specific spatial pattern. Geometrically defined flow patterns with voids and fibers are observed at all scales from macroscopic (on galactic scales in the space) to microscopic in laboratory conditions [5] .
Unobservability of fluid velocity is a serious obstacle in the way of methods for measurements of flow parameters [6] . As an alternative to velocity a measurement of momentum, defined by force action a flow on an obstacle and fluid flow rate, can be used. Namely, the flow rate was recorded in the experiments of Poiseuille [7] and Reynolds [8] .
The continuous functions theory does not contain limitations of minimal scales. However, all bodies are composed of atoms and molecules with sizes of order 8 
10
− for atoms and 6 
− for atomic-molecular clusters. Density of energy is high on such scales and is changed dramatically, so the atomic-molecular dynamics can affect macroscopic motion. As an illustration, a paradoxical discrete geometry of dispersing splashes on the surface of a liquid, which was observed in [9] . Fast transport of energy from one form to another in one direction and slow in opposite requires analyzing physical meanings of all the physical quantities in hydrodynamics.
Common sources of errors are in non-identical changes of transformations of equations at transition from the general models to particular reduced and constitutive ones which change all the properties of the governing equations (rank order, symmetry), boundary conditions and, as a consequence, physical meaning of the symbols [10, 11] . Such widely used approaches in fluid mechanics, have had a negative effect on the both methodical and functional development of experimental hydrodynamics due to loss of important mechanisms of flows evolution [12] . Another possible source of errors consists in incompatibility of spatial and temporal resolution of experimental and numerical modelling with the intrinsic parameters of governing equations.
Up until now, the accuracy of measurements of fluid flows by many orders worse than in the mechanics of solids. One of the reasons for the existing differences is unclear definition of physical meaning of the mathematical variables used in theoretical hydrodynamics.
From the theory of metrology is well known that only invariants are observable quantities. Physical quantities forming a basis of the System of Units are distances between bodies (length), time intervals between events and mass of a body. They are measurable with prescribed accuracy.
The list of invariants in the solid body mechanics includes the momentum, energy and angular momentum. Practically definition of their values goes to measurements of the same mass, distances and frequencies (or periods) of the body motion. What are appropriate physical quantities to describe fluid status and invariants of fluid flows? Answer on this question one can find found from axiomatic of the fluid mechanics analysis.
The plan for this paper is to discuss different mathematical and physical definitions of solid motion and concepts of fluid flows employed in Section 2, 3. The set of fundamental governing equations describing flows of real fluids, which properties are given by the state equations for density and one of the thermodynamic potentials, and characteristic length scales employed in Section 4, 5. Classification of infinitesimal components of periodic flows serving as the basis for complete description of flow dynamics and structure employed in Section 6, 7. Calculations of large and small component of periodic internal wave structure and experimental observations of different flow components in fluids with constant and variable buoyancy scales employed in Sections 8, 9. A summary of observations and some general remarks are given in conclusion.
Kinematics of motion
Theoretical mechanics is based on the concepts of number, space, discrete or continuous medium, which is immersed in the space, and motions or flows, that are changes of position, the dynamic state and values of physical quantities. Mathematical basis of the theory is the notion of non-dimensional real or complex numbers, the properties of which are prescribed axiomatically. The concepts of "space" and "time", which are characterized by their own dimensions, are introduced a priori. They are supposed to be continuous, homogeneous and isotropic, independent on each other or immersed bodies and the physical processes involved. The main parameter of the solid body in the mechanics is its mass M having its own dimension. The mass is invariant and conserved when the body moves or contracted into a "material point".
After recognizing the vector nature of the velocity [13] , the mathematical description of the motion based on the axiomatic of vector sets, which includes the important rule of external composition. The rule denotes that the multiplication of a vector by a scalar remains the product in the same vector space. This rule ensures the internal unity of theoretical solid body mechanics, abstract and applied mathematics.
The equivalence of mathematics operations with dimensionless numbers and description of the movements of a body with dimensioned physical quantity (mass M ) is based on the identity of the physical and mathematical definitions of a "material point" motion. The first Physical definition of the motions means change of mutual positions of bodies (displacement) and is based on the registration of distances between the objects and intervals of time.
In the second dynamic definition, the motion of the body with mass M is characterized by the momentum ( ) and is described by the velocity 
where 0 r is the radius-vector from the point to the center O.
Mathematically the body motion is characterized by continuous group of transformations, including independent subgroups of translations and rotations (special commutative orthogonal group SO(2) in two-dimensional space and non-commutative group SO(3) in the 3D space). Transformations of the space, which are described by the group of motions, are studied by elementary geometry.
From properties of the external composition in axiomatic of the vector spaces follows that the velocity v and momentum p , which differ by a scalar multiplier M , belong to the same vector space. Consequently, the velocities of solids defined physically or mathematically (both cinematically and geometrically) are identical and four definitions of the body motion are equivalent. Excess of connected invariants of motion (any value from the set , , M E p is expressed in terms of the other two) provides a chance for construction of various forms of the solid mechanics (Newtonian, Lagrangian, Hamiltonian) and selecting the most convenient representation for specific problems.
Concept of "fluid flow"
Description of a fluid (that are liquids, gases and plasma) flow is based on the concept of "continuous medium". Important property of the medium is its fluidity that is the ability to deform or move under an arbitrarily small forcing. Decomposition of the fluid velocity ( , ) t v x , by definition of Cauchy-Helmholtz [14] allows changing the shape of the medium element
where ijk ε is the unit antisymmetric tensor of the third rank, vorticity 2
is the tensor of deformation. Structures of terms presented in formula (1) and (2) are rather different. There are two independent quantities in the first formulae that are linear velocity v and angular velocity of rotation Ω . Both terms of expression (2) include velocity in the direct form and as combination of its derivatives. That is why the physical meaning of the expansion (2) significantly alters in comparison with (1) .
Conditions of homogeneity, continuity and deformability of continuous medium are incompatible with demand of identifying the individual "fluid particle" having no physically distinguishable boundaries in a homogeneous medium. As the size of "fluid particle" tends to zero its mass also decreases indefinitely, and the object of study is lost in contrast with the solid body preserving its mass. This contradiction is resolved by including the variable in space with time density ( ) , t ρ x in the list of physical parameters. The density has mechanical and thermodynamic (atomic-molecular) originations. Atomic-molecular properties determine thermodynamic (pressure, temperature, density, concentration) and dissipative (kinetic) parameters of the medium.
Incorporating the concept of variable density into the theory in contrast with constant mass of the material point violates the condition of identity of vector spaces of momentum and kinematically determined velocity since the density of a real fluid is independent variable. Given this requirement, the main parameter of a fluid flow is momentum per unit volume of the medium p . Momentum is the invariant characterizing the forcing action of the flow on the body immersed into the liquid, and the flow rate through the selected cross-section.
Besides momentum continuous medium (fluid) is conventionally characterized by density ( )
, t ρ x , pressure P , temperature T , concentration of dissolved or suspended matters i S or by thermodynamic potentials (For example the free entalpy of Gibbs potential G and their derivatives
These variables have clear physical sense and accessible to observation [14] . Different markers (solid particles, droplets of immiscible liquids or gas bubbles) having some specific features which allow to distinguish them from surrounding fluid violate the condition of the medium homogenuity. Mechanical sensors disturb local structure of the flow. Sounding fields are non-local in space and time or in both and can disturb flow too ("acoustic wind" in a sound anemometer).
Any marker is dynamically independent object with its own behavior is distinguished from the carrying fluid flow. Impressive difference in behavior of markers and fluid is formation of discrete structures in spatial patterns of markers positioning in wavy or vortex flows. Under action of fine flow components initially uniformly distributed suspension in vertically oscillating rectangular vessel is split of bands with increased and decreased concentration [3] .
As an example of independent behavior of the carrying fluids and the marker, photos of deformed round patch of a solvable dye dropped in the surface of fluid involved in compound vortex motion are presented in Fig. 1 and 2. The compound vortex flow was produced by disc on the bottom of cylindrical container rotating in counterclockwise direction. At the free surface fluid rotates and move in radial direction to the center of the flow. The dyed fluid from the patch placed in the center of a surface vortex cavern ( Fig. 1, a) is deformed into spiral arm directied opposite to the main stream in the clockwise direction and split on fine filaments. The colored structure is rotating counterclockwise together with carrying fluid in Fig The dye from the drop placed at some distance from the flow center forms the spiral arms extending both ahead of the initial spot in the direction of the main flow and back in the downstream density wake (Fig. 2, a, b) as the spot itself slided relative to its initial position and leaves the colored wake behind The arms are split on separated filaments extended in the direction of the basic flow. Contrast of the filaments increase with time that is the extension effects exceeds the diffusion smoothing of individual threats.
Transformation of the patch with continuous distribution of the dye concentration into bundle of fibers separated by thin bands of the clean carrying fluid destroys the possibility of determination of the subsequent positions of the colored area center. As solid-state marker in the same vortex flow is transported in the direction of the main stream slowly than the carrying fluid, the soluble dye, washable out from its surface, is mainly transported forward into the upstream wake ( Fig. 3, a) . The marker also slides over the sloping surface of the vortex cavern, leaving behind the colored downstream wake (Fig. 3, b) . At the same time, the marker twists around its own axis, disturbing the fluid in its vicinity. R. Decartes used the concept of simultaneous rotation of the solid body around a vortex center and twisting around its own axis for definition of the vortex [16] .
Too small markers are involved in Brownian motion. Diffusion effects impact on the transport of soluble impurities. The dynamics of droplets of immiscible liquids or gas bubbles affect the surface tension effects and diffusion. In general, absence of "liquid particles" identification criteria means that the "fluid velocity" is a derivative mathematical parameter, but not the physical quantity. The necessity to satisfy the criterion of observability for physical quantities was stated by Stokes, Maxwell and Reynolds, and many others, but analysis of the conditions of observability of the "fluid particle" was not previously held.
Observable parameter of the fluid flow is momentum p that is measure of the forcing action of the fluid on an obstacle and the flow rate through the selected cross-section of the flow. Then, the local fluid velocity is defined as the ratio of the two observed variables that are momentum and density of the fluid Hence, the conventional definition of fluid motion, i.e. an intuitive physical notion, which is represented mathematically by a continuous transformation of three-dimensional Euclidean space into itself..." given by J. Serrin [17] , cannot be applied to description of real fluids as incomplete. It is necessary to indicate that G. E. Mase attempted to trace the difference between concepts "motion" and "fluid flow". However, his analysis was limited to the mathematical consideration of phenomena in 3D Euclidean space without employing condition of the physical quantities observability [18] .
There is one more important consequence of the differences in the concepts of "motion" and "fluid flows". In solid mechanics, there is only one macroscopic way to transport mechanical energy and the universal time scale of the process which is the ratio of the linear and temporal scales. In fluid flows, the energy of mechanical motion can transform into the internal energy and vice versa. Depending on the nature of the flow, energy exchange can be defined as external (mechanical, as in the case of solid mechanics), or internal (atomic-molecular) degrees of freedom or mixed. Additional time scales can be large in the value when the influence of diffusion effects are important, and extremely small when a rapid release of the available potential energy takes place, for example, due to annihilation of free liquid surface. Diffusion effects generate long-living structural features, and short time energetic phenomena produce high frequency flow components (for example, short capillary waves on the crown, and sound packets emitted when falling drops impact on a liquid surface [19] ).
Set of governing equations
Therefore, the principle of physical parameter observation in approximation of continuous medium prescribes the choice of the next physical quantities, describe flow of the given fluid, which is characterized by the equations of state for density ( )
and the Gibbs thermodynamic potentials (free enthalpy) ( )
, , i G G P T S = for internal energy. The list of parameters include quantities of dual nature characterizing the mechanical and thermodynamic properties of the fluid that are density ρ , pressure P , temperature T , concentration of the i-th impurity i S , entropy s , total energy E and vector momentum per unit volume of the medium p as the indicator of its motion. Momentum characterizes acting forces and the transport of other physical quantities besides the molecular transport. Explicit form of the state equation is chosen taking into account the composition of the medium and the nature of the studied flows.
Accounting mutual impact of simultaneously occurring large-scale processes of the mechanical nature and atomic -molecular processes on small scales is necessary for self-consistent calculation of dynamics and structure of flows both at the global and fine scales. The basis for flow calculations constitutes conservation laws of observables physical quantities presented in the local differential forms.
The common the set of fundamental equations includes the continuity equation (conservation of mass)
and the Navier -Stokes equations in vector notation
Generalized Fourier equation describes the transfer of the total energy of elementary volume of fluid included internal energy, kinetic energy of motion and potential energy in the fields of external forces
Balance of concentrations components is determined by the generalized Fick's equation
where
is the momentum flux tensor; ij σ is the viscous stress tensor, , i n p is momentum of i-th impurity, i f is the density of external forces (including Coriolis and buoyancy forces). Calculations of the flow energy are based on the second law of thermodynamics for irreversible processes that is the condition of positive definiteness of the entropy s production
where s is the entropy per unit mass, In the assumption of the smallness of the gradients in the fluid in local thermodynamic equilibrium, the set of constitutive equations (2) - (6) includes equations presented in the first edition of LandauLifshitz E M seminal textnook firstly printed in 1944 [14] ( ) ) and intensive when describe action of strong atomic-molecular forces. Short time "shocks" which can locally perturb smooth flow fields manifest itself in formation of a fine structure, generation of sound and another high frequency waves.
To solve applied problems the fundamental set need to be supplemented by physically based initial and boundary conditions, for example no-slip for momentum, no-flux (or prescibed values or gradients) for density, temperature and concentration of substances on solid surfaces, constant stress on different sides of the contacting fluids interface.
Condition of compatibility applied to the set of governing equations (8 -12) determines the rank of the nonlinear set, the order of the linear version, the degree of the characteristic (dispersion) equation and, consequently, the number of independent functions that constitute the complete solution of the linearized problem (or minimal number for non-linear sets) [20] . Rank and degree of the set can be defined as the order of the highest derivative if the set can be re-written for one equation with the selected quantity.
Due to the historical tradition, the set (8 -12) is usually considerably simplified by omitting some terms (mostly linearized) or converted into a constitutive set with the replacement of basic equations by new ones. Degree of correspondence for basic and transformed sets is not usually evaluated.
System (8 -12) is well posed, self-consistent and solvable. The compatibility condition indicates that the set has high rank and high dimension of the extended space of the problem.
Characteristic length scales of the fluid flows
The set (8 -12) with initial and boundary conditions is characterized by a number of length scales significantly different in magnitudes. Large scales characterizing initial or boundary conditions includes the scale of stratification Multiplicity of intrinsic scales reflects the complex internal flow structure of fluid flows. Large number of intrinsic scales is also associated with high dimension in the extended space of the problem. In experiments, macro scales of the length determine the area size of the visualized flow, which should contain all flows components and micro scales prescribe temporal and spatial resolution of the measuring and recording instruments.
Classification of infinitesimal components of periodic flows
Due to complexity of the fundamental nonlinear set, at the first stage the complete solution of the linearized version of the fundamental set was constructed and presented classification of wave and accompanied fine flow components. Attention is paid to study the wave processes in viscous fluid described by orthogonal functions. To select exponential functions for investigation of elementary waves, the problem was analyzed in infinite medium filling the whole space. The compatibility condition in the form of resolvability of the set defines here the order of the set, degree of dispersion relations and total number of independent functions constituting complete solution.
Solutions of the linearized set were constructed using singular perturbation theory that is expansion on forward and reverse powers of the small parameter ε of the problem. In unlimited stratified media all variables of small periodic flows with fixed real positive frequency ω (describing wave energy) and complex wave number 1 2 [20] .
Stationary waves were searched in form of Fourier expansions ( )
, exp ,
where A is pressure, density, components of velocity, temperature or salinity. Here summation is performed over all roots of dispersion equation, following after substitution of expansion (13) into linearized set (8 -12) , supplemented by boundary conditions on solid boundaries and at infinity. Dispersion equation describing connections between the wave number components follows from compatibility condition after substitution (13) into linearized set of equations (8 -12) and is presented below in factorized form of the algebraic equation of tenth power [20] ( , )
The regular solutions of the equation (14) have typical wave forms with large real and small imaginary part 1 2 >> k k . Another parts of solution (14) has typical singular perturbed form and can be expanded in series where exponential factor γ which is defined after substitution in governing equation
Imaginary parts of these roots are not small 1 2 k k and inverse proportional to dissipative coefficient ~/ ω ν k . They describe small-scale flow components. The location of most pronounced part of the singular solutions is defined boundary conditions [21] . Hierarchy of linearized sets of fundamental fluid mechanics equations on the form of the equation set is presented in Fig. 4 . Complete set of the governing equations (8 -12) on the Level A for 7 variables (vector of momentum, density, pressure, temperature and salinity) has tenth order Among its periodic solutions, there are two roots of regular types while the rest eight are of singular perturbed type. Part of solutions can be omitted due to boundary conditions at infinity. Regular disturbed solutions in zero buoyancy frequency limit match continuously with solutions of Navier-Stokes and Euler sets. The viscosity, which characterizes dissipation of the vector parameter that is momentum p , or velocity v in conventional theory, ensures existence of two different fine flow components in contrast with single temperature and salinity interfaces. Exclusion from the equation of state one of the variables, for example salinity, reduces the order of the fundamental system to the eighth on the Level B.
In this case, regular solution of the complete system for stratified fluid is converted into the solution of the reduced set regularly with vanishing of proper dissipative coefficient. Solvability of degenerated system for liquids with initially uniform density (right column) requires further study in each particular case. The linearized Navier-Stokes equations have 6-thorder for both stratified and homogeneous fluids (level C). System is solvable and all small-scale flow components are different in stratified environment (left column). One of them is universal and does not depend on geometry (Stokes type). The second fine viscose component is specific internal and depends on the angle ϕ of a solid boundary slope to the horizon corresponding to terms containing 2 k ⊥ in equation (14) .
In limiting case of homogeneous fluid both singular solutions become identical, so the problem becomes degenerated and ill-posed [20] . In right column in Fig. 4 degenerated sets are placed on levels B, C and D. Degeneration can be caused by geometrical and physical reasons. In the first case due to symmetry of the boundary (round body with vertical axis), the reduction of configuration space dimension of the problem occurs and initially 3D problem transforms into 2D [21] or even 1D problems. These approximations lead to loss of some solutions or even whole classes of solutions (for example for 3D motions on long cylinder). Approximation of homogeneous fluid results in another type of degeneration (right column, level C). In this case, different solutions of viscous fine structure flow become identical and the 3D problem becomes ill-posed. Only particular solutions containing part of the whole family of complete solutions are calculated in this case.
In the ideal fluid approximation (level D), only regular part of solutions is described. The arrows connecting the individual elements of the scheme indicate the directions of possible transitions between different levels, which can be regular or asymptotic. Models of the highest order (level A) allow the transition to the lower-order model when the dissipative coefficient or density gradient tend to zero. In such transitions two final states are formed. In one of them, in the case of potentially homogeneous fluid, density variations are considered to be negligibly small and the stratification is essentially unaffected by the dynamics of processes. However, the conservation of system rank leaves the set of equations well-posed and solvable. In another case of actually homogeneous fluid the density assumed to be constant from the beginning. As result, some distinguished singular perturbed solutions become identical, the system equations for 3D flow degenerates and becomes ill-posed.
All properties of the complete and reduced solutions illustrate the theory of periodic internal wave generation in continuously stratified liquid when the source of waves is oscillating part of an infinite plane oriented under arbitrary angle to horizon. This problem is 2D and 3D generalizations of classical Stokes problem of oscillating plane in a homogeneous viscous fluid [14] . Calculations are compared with the data of schlieren visualization of the wave fields in tank filled with continuously stratified brine.
Generation of periodic internal waves
In the last fifty years, much attention has been paid to internal waves, which are generated in the atmosphere and ocean during restructuring of large-scale processes, flows around topography, under the action of periodic and random force factors. Since environmental variability makes it difficult to identify sources of internal waves, to study this hidden phenomenon laboratory and mathematical modeling were developed. According the properties of the source, several types of internal waves are distinguished. Instantaneous localized source creates transient internal waves. A regularly oscillating source generates the periodic internal waves, which are the main subject of mathematical and laboratory modeling. In studying of the periodic internal wave generation problem the linearized set of governing equations (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) ) is supplemented by no-slip and no-flux boundary conditions on all moving and stagnant solid boundaries. When considering the infinitesimal wave the system of equations (8 -12) is truncated, only diffusion of the stratified component is counted (in the calculations -salt in water) and has the form (16) where P , σ and v are the disturbances of fluid pressure, concentration (with included salt contraction coefficient) and the velocity vector, respectively; ν and S κ are the constant coefficients of kinematic viscosity and diffusion, respectively; the unitary vector z e is directed upward. In general case, the buoyancy scale ( ) Detailed calculations of wave fields, produced by the oscillating strip or disk placed on horizontal [22] and on sloping infinite plane [23] , or moving part of vertical cylinder [21] ) have been performed. The problem corresponds to level C in the hierarchy in figure 5 . The calculations have shown that disturbances produced by a compact source in a viscous stratified fluid is a complex phenomenon including large and small scale components coexisting in the whole space of the problem. All periodic flow components were calculated analytically and visualized for round piston performing linearly displacements from basic state on a horizontal plane. Due to the non-linearity of basic equations, all flow components, that are large and small-scale components, interact between themselves and produced new wave of vortex elements of flows [12] . The interaction of the fine components is mostly pronounced in domains of their convergence (vertical centerline in Fig. 5, c) .
Schlieren images of periodic internal wave beams of small amplitude produced by vertically oscillating disc in continuously stratified brine are given in Fig.6 . Due to axial symmetry of the flow, in the side view the schlieren instrument visualizes only central cross section of the 3D wave pattern. All four wave beams are well outlined in Fig. 6, a, Thin horizontal strips in the central part in Fig. 6 represent the remnants of the diffusion induced flows on the disc as some additional energy is pumped into internal waves zero frequency. Elliptic domain around the disc shows near field region where non-linear effects are significant. Small edge vortex rings are formed in vicinity of turning points the disc trajectory.
Internal wave crests and troughs are oriented vertically when the frequency of the disc oscillations reaches the buoyancy frequency ( / 2 ϑ = π , Fig. 6, b) . There are two vertical columns oscillating in counterphase, visualized by dark and light bands and traces of the incomplete third column.
In this case, the singular disturbances become weaker, and the near field region in Intensive internal waves are produced when the source is the vertically oscillating sphere. In the case, the schlieren instrument visualizes directly both the internal wave beam and high gradient envelopes. Thin dashed horizontal lines in the central part in Fig. 7 , a, b mark the body turning horizons. Elliptic domain around the sphere and double dark vertical lines near the sphere poles in Fig. 7 , a show the near field region where non-linear effects are significant. Double lines in the center of Fig. 7 , a and inside the internal wave cone in Fig. 7 , b visualize singular perturbed components.
Dark sloping lines bound internal wave beams of large amplitude in Fig. 7 , c. Sharp mushroom-like interfaces are formed in domains of convergences of internal high gradient envelopes of the wave beam directly in the fluid body without any contact with solid boundaries. Short horizontal interfaces do not destroy the stratification Fig. 7 , c. Gradually, high gradient interfaces cover the near field domain around moving sphere. Their vertical extension exceeds the size H of the sphere displacement. Forming vortices covered by high gradient interfaces moves to the sphere in contrast with conventional local disturbances, forming near the body which are moving in opposite direction.
Theory of the periodic internal wave propagation
From dispersion relation for elementary periodic internal waves in exponentially stratified fluid sin / N ϑ = ω follows that waves propagate from the source along a radius-vector whose slope to the horizon is determined by the ratio of the wave ω to buoyancy ( ) of general internal wave type [25] ( ) ( )
In regions where buoyancy frequency decreases with height and become less than the frequency of the propagating internal waves, the wave beam is reflected from critical level and partially leaks into nonwave zone. For this case the schlieren image of typical wave beams pattern is shown in Fig. 8 Amplitude attenuations in reflected internal wave's beams and their leakage through critical level 2D calculated in [24] were tested in special experiments, where velocity field was measured by particle image velocimeter (PIV) instrument by M.S. Paoletti and H. L. Swinney [26] . The vertical velocity fields of the incoming and reflected waves agree within few percent with developed theory of beams in an arbitrary smooth stratification. Besides the waves, the theory helps to calculate fine interfaces forming on the critical level that is described by singular perturbed solutions Unfortunately, PIV instruments are characterized by low spatial resolutions, in experiments 3.9 mm x ∆ = and 2.9 mm z ∆ = [26] . These values exceed the microscales N 
Conclusion
The mathematical basis of consistent analytical and experimental description of the fluid flows is the complete fundamental set of governing equations: continuity for density, momentum, energy and concentrations of dissolved or suspended components together with the equation of state. The equations, relating the condition of compatibility, are inseparable.
The condition of compatibility for set of governing equations determines the rank of the complete system, the order of its linearized form and the degree of the characteristics (dispersion) equation that prescribes the number of independent structural component of flows and their linear length scales. Complete solutions of the fundamental system that describing dynamics and fine structure of flows are consistent with data from laboratory experiments and allow direct transfer of the laboratory data to natural conditions.
The list of observable parameters defined by the fundamental set of equations includes basic physical quantities (density, momentum, energy and concentration of dissolved or suspended components), thermodynamic parameters, kinetic coefficients, characteristics of physical fields and propagating waves.
Requirement of the experiment completeness means the simultaneous recording of all fundamental physical variables fields, visualization of large scale and resolution of fine flow components accompanied with direct estimation of the measurement accuracy.
